
 Gay Language as Political Praxis:
 The Poetry of Frank O'Hara

 BRUCE BOONE

 Recent evidence suggests that the work of the New York poet, Frank O'Hara, is now on
 its way to becoming part of the American canon. The barriers to its acceptance have largely
 fallen, and the work of this poet of the 50s is now in the process of being assimilated within
 the educational system as an important event and text. For all intents and purposes the work
 of this poet has become legitimate.

 A satisfactory account of the critical acceptance of these once ill-reputed poems,
 however, is not likely to be found within the official discourse which is producing it. A
 demystification of the critical discourse about these poems may in fact require rethinking
 some of the current directions in text formulation. Raising the question of O'Hara's
 sexuality, largely repressed from critical discourse to date, may for this reason help us point
 to some strategical shifts in recent canonical perspectives and suggest in the process some
 of the changed social realities which such a discourse often masks. Indeed, serious
 discussion today seems to agree that the question of sexuality is long overdue on the
 agenda. Attacks on ERA and the women's movement in general and setbacks for gays from
 Dade County, Florida, to Eugene, Oregon, have gathered momentum and reached a focal
 point in what might be called the rise of a new fascism. Questions about the relation
 between capitalism and everyday life become more and more insistently a subject for both
 theoretical inquiry and practical concern for those whose basic commitment is to the
 structural change of society. Today social progressives can ignore these issues only at the
 risk of jeopardizing the whole left-progressive movement. Committed literary critics will
 want then to consider the unspoken assumptions of current text formulation in order to
 more clearly understand the mechanisms involved in literary attempts to rewrite basic
 social antagonisms.1

 I

 Critical discussion of O'Hara's work, however, has only recently become widespread.
 Following his death in 1966, O'Hara's work was relatively unknown outside a rather small

 BRUCE BOONE edited the Frank O'Hara Supplement for Panjandrum magazine and has written on O'Hara's
 early poetry in a recent issue of Big Sky. His chapbook A Long Poem will appear shortly in the Black Star Series, as
 well as an afterword to Robert Gluck's Family Poems. Currently he lives in San Francisco.

 I My understanding of textuality has profited generally from the work of Barthes and Derrida, but more usefully
 I think from that of Renee Balibar and Fredric Jameson. Jameson's lectures at the first Summer Institute of the
 Marxist Literary Group of the MLA, during the summer of 1977, have been particularly helpful to me, as were the
 discussions of what is now the fifth section of this essay. I would also like to acknowledge an indebtedness to two
 other lecturers at the Institute, Terry Eagleton and Stanley Aronowitz, for presentations I often found myself
 recalling in preparing certain difficult sections of this paper. In general, in the stimulating environment of this
 Institute I found a great deal to draw from, though, indeed, much to struggle with too.
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 group of literary and art-world people. Since then this poetic work has slowly become
 known and received at popular and academic institutional levels. For some time this poetry
 was considered unacceptable because of its imputed qualities of superficiality and frivolity.
 Now however, O'Hara's poetry shows signs of acceptance and legitimation on the basis of
 the same qualities that earlier resulted in its exclusion from the canon. In effect, O'Hara's
 work has come to considered "textual" as qualities like textual "surface," playfulness, and
 "painterly" immediacy have become valorized critically, reflecting an increasing ideolo-
 gical shift toward versions of a text-philosophy originally found in Barthes and Derrida.

 Let us take a short look at the critical reception of O'Hara's work. When the Collected
 Poems was first published,2the review in the New York Times, viewing the collection as
 good light verse, spoke of the poems as "entertainments" or "gossip"3rather than serious
 poetry. And except for a single phrase cited from one of the O'Hara poems-"the fierce
 inventories of desire"-there was no reference to the sexuality of the poems. If there was
 any connection between the "entertainment" or "gossip" aspect of the poems and their
 qualities as "inventories of desire," that connection was not one, apparently, that had to be
 noted.

 In the following year, however, critical discussion first got solidly underway with an
 important article by Helen Vendler appearing in Parnassus:Poetry in Review. The Vendler
 article gives critical approval to O'Hara's poetry as a description of contemporary life which
 represents everyday life as a perceived succession of unrelated events, taking note of
 O'Hara's characteristic "absence of... syntax" as the pivotal issue to be dealt with. "We
 cannot," the Vendler article concludes

 logically repudiate ideology and then lament its absence (though Stevens made a whole poetry
 out of just that illogic). O'Hara puts our dilemma inescapably before us, for the first time, and is,
 therefore, in his fine multiplicity and his utter absence of what might be called an intellectual
 syntax, a poet to be reckoned with, a new species.4

 Earlier in the article Vendler had already made clear that such a lack of intellectual syntax
 refuses both maleness and ideology, seen as conflated, and proposes a kind of anti-logic of its
 owfn:

 The wish not to impute significance has rarely been stronger in lyric poetry,... Such a radical
 and dismissive logic flouts the whole male world and its relentless demand for ideologies, causes,
 and systems of significance.5

 The disadvantage of such a formulation, however, is that it displaces to a concessive
 afterthought the specific meaning of these observations. Vendler clarifies that meaning in
 the following parenthetical remark:

 We may regret the equableness and charm of our guide and wish him occasionally more Apollian
 or more Dionysian (the sex poems aren't very good, though they try hard and are brave in their
 homosexual details), but there's no point wishing O'Hara other than he was.6

 Sexuality does come into question in at least some of the poems, then, though these poems
 "aren't very good," and the sex is a matter of "details."

 2 The CollectedPoems ofFrank O'Hara, ed., Donald Allen (New York: Knopf, 1971 ). Hereafter cited in the text
 as CP.

 3Review of CP by Herbert A. Leibowitz, The New York Times Book Review, Nov. 28, 1971.
 4Helen Vendler, "The Virtues of the Alterable," Parnassus: Poetry in Review, Fall-Winter, 1972, p. 20.
 5Vendler, p. 9.
 6Vendler, p. 20.
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 Interestingly enough, however, by the time the Vendler article appeared, O'Hara's
 poetry was already beginning to be known within the community of gay men. For many
 gays, O'Hara's poems expressed an awareness of gay language and social life, and the poetry
 itself was fast becoming an occasion for community discussion of internal and external
 problems in gay newspapers and magazines.7This discussion of O'Hara's poems within the
 community, however, was effectively passed over by the official criticism. O'Hara's poems
 became a language without syntax, or entertainment and gossip. But not gay language. And
 the sex poems are found to be "not very good."

 Another strategy for dealing with the sexual question can be sketched out by briefly
 reviewing what might be called the "pre-critical" discussion of O'Hara-articles and essays,
 mostly by other poets, that appeared in the late 60s immediately before the Vendler article.
 These articles and essays of the poets may be seen as "pre-critical" because they function as
 putting on notice the institutional critics who will follow them that the O'Hara corpus
 should be considered susceptible of those rereading and rewriting operations that would
 formulate it as a legitimate "text." To be sure, the poet critics of this time were certainly
 aware of the need to create an initial audience for O'Hara's work. For a general public a
 poetry that was thought superficial or frivolous would probably be considered no poetry at
 all. The historical task that confronted these poet critcs was to make the O'Hara poems
 really available for the first time as serious poetry, to massively legitimize the work in such a
 way that any potential misconstructions of the poetry could be avoided or even refuted
 before they were raised. O'Hara's poetry then would have to be provided with some kind of
 credentials. It has since become clear that these credentials would be the poet's
 modernism.

 Of the essays of this period, Bill Berkson's piece "Frank O'Hara and his Poems" stands
 out as the pioneering effort. Setting O'Hara's work in a modernist context within an
 appropriate visual lay-out (two photo reproductions of O'Hara portraits by well-known
 contemporaries of the poet), Berkson's article details the poet's connections with the
 American and French modernist traditions with a wealth of allusions to a number of the

 central figures in that movement-Stein, Williams, Satie, and Cage in music, and David
 Smith (citing O'Hara's monograph on the sculptor); mentioning too O'Hara's familiarity
 with the French poets, especially Reverdy and Char (O'Hara did translations of several of
 the poems). Qualities of language in O'Hara's poetry that might otherwise seem
 "inappropriate" for serious poetry are seen as particularly relevant because particularly in
 keeping with declared modernist aims--the attempt to break up the perceived unity of the
 poem, for instance, in favor of a more process oriented approach. Thus, "No one of his
 poems is closed-off or exhaustive,"-and qualities like "lavishness" and "glamor" are
 approved. The "diffuseness" of the poems becomes "positive and vital," and though "each
 poem is in some part excessive," as a whole the poems are like Williams' work in that "they
 make supreme logic together."8Other poet critics writing on O'Hara about this time include
 Paul Carroll, with a validating concern for what he called the "impure" element in O'Hara's

 7Marjorie Perloff, Frank O'Hara: Poet amongPainters (New York: Braziller, 1977), pp. 3-4, refers to an article
 appearing in the now defunct San Francisco Advocate. (Other and more accessible articles and notes on O'Hara's
 work can be found in early issues of Gay Sunshine.) For a review of some of the pre-criticism of the poets and
 academic criticism of O'Hara's poems, see pp. 1-18 in Perloff. See also note 15 below.

 8Bill Berkson, "Frank O'Hara and his Poems," Art and Literature 12 (Spring 1968).
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 poetry9-those makeshift or improvisatory aspects which will be treated more compre-
 hensively by Berkson; Richard Howard, with an existentializing approach that concentrates
 more on the "glamor" of the O'Hara legend10; and finally John Ashbery, in an extended
 presentation of O'Hara's links with the French influences of Dada and literary surrealism
 (introductory essay to the Donald Allen CollectedPoems ofO'Hara). These other poets fill
 out and extend Berkson's initial modernizing interpretation.11

 What then of criticism proper, or academic theorizing criticism since Vendler in the
 later 70s? Two important trends may be noted. The first relates O'Hara to the influences of
 the "Action Painting" of the day in an attempt to see the poem as "object."12And another
 and increasingly important trend, related to the first but more theoretical, reads O'Hara in
 light of French text-philosophy. The landmark discussion here is Charles Altieri's 1973
 essay, "The Significance of Frank O'Hara,"13in which the O'Hara poems are legitimized as a
 Derridean "text." Noting that his discussion is based on Derrida, Altieri refers to a recent
 essay by the French writer elaborating the notion ofjeu and discovers that the values of the
 O'Hara poems are essentially those validated by contemporary text-philosophy. What kind
 of "presence," Altieri asks, is it that the O'Hara text affirms? First and foremost, he answers, it
 is a presence "stripped of... ontological vestments," the present as a "landscape without
 depth" and with "no underlying significance of meanings to be interpreted." The language
 disruptiveness of the text can only refer us over and over again to itself alone-not social
 practice. Altieri sees the specific qualities of the O'Hara metaphor as much like what he calls
 "camp," though by means of a rewriting or recoding operation the social-linguistic value of
 this aspect of O'Hara as a language practice ofgay men goes unnoted, and what remains is a
 kind of universalizing arbitrariness or language "playfulness" that is characteristic of
 textuality as such. But arguments of this sort are fundamentally unsound. The universalizing
 project of text philosophy supposes a language with neither meaning nor social site-a
 language which does not exist, except perhaps for text-philosophy itself.

 Of these several stages for dealing with the repressed sexual content of O'Hara's poetry,
 the current strategy of text-philosophy, then, seems the purest and most programmatic in
 its removal of language from questions of historical context. This refusal has both a form and
 a content. Its content is the suspension of biographical-social investigation. And its form is
 the repression from the critical discourse of an antagonist sexual language in the poems.14

 9Paul Carroll, The Poem in its Skin (Chicago: Big Table, 1968).
 101n addition to the essays cited, during the late 60s and early 70s many biographical and personal notes on

 O'Hara and his circle began appearing. Most of these short pieces have been collected in Homage to Frank O'Hara,
 ed., Bill Berkson andJoe LeSueur, a special book-length double edition of the magazine Big Sky, nos. 11-12 (1978).

 11Richard Howard, "Frank O'Hara: 'Since Once We Are We Always Will be in this Life Come What May' ", in
 Alone with America (New York: Atheneum, 1969.) Interestingly, Howard notes in passing that the poems can be
 considered "accounts of Frank O'Hara's activity insofar as he belongs to a collectivity," describing the language of
 O'Hara's poetry as "newsy, fretful and of course entertaining" (Howard's emphasis)--though he lets the hint drop
 at that.

 12See for example Charles Molesworth, "The Clear Architecture of the Nerves: the Poetry of Frank O'Hara," in
 Iowa Review 6 (Summer and Fall, 1975), pp. 61-73--the most intelligent example of this tendency. Citing
 Marcuse, Molesworth observes that in the context of these years, "O'Hara's poetry takes on the prospects of the
 perfect expression of a post-industrialized world: it is the highest poetic product of commodity-market
 capitalism." One wonders, however, how such an argument would account for the specific sexual dimension of
 this poetry. An extension of the market capitalism viewpoint itself?

 13Charles Altieri, "The Significance of Frank O'Hara," Iowa Review 4 (Winter 1973), pp. 90-104.
 14In O'Hara criticism the biographical question has remained the cutting edge of critical approaches because it

 cannot seriously be raised in O'Hara's case without at the same time formulating it as a sexual or sexual-political
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 In the remaining sections of this paper I would like to show that the critical repression of
 this antagonist sexual question is in fact a repression of a politically oppositional language.
 The literary artifacts of this oppositional language in O'Hara's poems must be seen against
 the backdrop of the literary oppositional movements of the period, but more importantly, in
 the social context of gay community life. For it was significantly in the post-War years that
 gay men first began to feel themselves a cohesive group, and with group needs. An
 investigation of the social practice and language of these poems then is not meant to be of
 merely "historical" interest. Rather it is an attempt to comment on and extend the
 interested struggles of gay people today. And it is in this context that I raise the historical
 question of Frank O'Hara's sexuality.15

 II

 A few remarks about the meaning of language as social practice--or more precisely,
 praxis-might be helpful at this point. The work of the Soviet language philosopher V.N.
 Volo'inov pointed the way in this area, showing how Marxist theory might be helpfully
 applied to language study. In Marxism and the Philosophy of Language, first published in
 1930, Volo'inov laid the groundwork for future social investigation of language, noting that
 "Individual consciousness is a social-ideological fact," which "takes shape and being in the
 material of signs created by an organized group in the process of its social intercourse."16
 Rather than expressing individual consciousness, language, as Volosinov observed, actually
 is that consciousness--materially, and as the effect of group interaction. The domain of
 ideology, as Volosinov put it, "coincides with that of signs. They equate with one another.

 question; hence its repression. To assess the hostility to such antagonist sexual questions in general one can note,
 for example, the characteristically emotional responses of most academic reviewers to the recent publication of
 Simon Karlinsky's The Sexual Labyrinth of Nikolai Gogol (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1976).
 Karlinsky's work was attacked by George Steiner (in the New Yorker, Feb. 28, 1977, pp. 99-102) as a particularly
 distressing example of the recent tendency to introduce partisan or polemical viewpoints into areas which should
 be the preserve of objective scholarship. More recently, in a lecture sponsored by the Department of English,
 University of California-Berkeley (March, 1978), Steiner has suggested a remedy for this kind of confusion: a return
 to theological criteria for literary judgment. We ought at least to commend Steiner for the forthrightness of his
 declaration of allegiances.

 15In the preceding discussion my remarks about the O'Hara criticism have been directed toward showing the
 stages of its development as an instrument of text formulation, that is, as a vehicle of the theoretical process in
 which the O'Hara texts have been submitted to the several rereadings which have allowed them to become
 acceptable or usable in the schools and at higher levels of the educational system.

 This "theoretical" phase, however, has shown some signs of giving way to a more "practical" or expository
 phase. Marjorie Perlof's book, I think, marks out just such a stage. With majority critical opinion now apparently
 inclined to accept the O'Hara text, the principal task of criticism at this point seems to be consolidation, or
 specifying the agreed-on conclusions in as effective a way as possible for the school system. Perloffs book does this
 intelligently, concretely developing the major theoretical points about O'Hara's poetry to recent structuralist
 views of text and surface, and about O'Hara's central importance as a cultural figure of the period of the late 50s and

 early 60s. Perloff makes O'Hara's poetry for the first time accessible and in a real sense "teachable"-a reminder
 that the function and meaning of text can also be "for use in the schools." In a recent review of this book in Gay
 Sunshine (no.35, Winter, 1978) Rudy Kikel remarks that Perloff"...is concerned to establish a 'tradition' in the
 light of which O'Hara will find acceptance by an academic establishment, because a teacher herself, she gives us
 ways in which O'Hara can be 'taught.'. . ." Kikel, it should likewise be noted, remarks on the significant absence of a
 discussion of O'Hara's sexuality as such and wonders if in this context "the fully subversive nature of the poet's
 contribution can be appreciated."

 16V.N. Vologinov, Marxism and the Philosophy of Language, trans., Ladislav Matejka and I.R. Titunik (New
 York: Seminar Press, 1973), pp. 12-13.
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 Whenever a sign is present, ideology is present too. Everything ideological possesses
 semiotic value."17 Language is consciousness; what it expresses is social interest. As the
 material being of group ideology, it thus registers in its minutest details the changing
 historical features of the group producing it. In this sense then language is neither
 "artibrary"' nor meaningless; nor is it inert or already given. Volosinov's understanding of
 language as group praxis thus lays a foundation for understanding the stakes involved in
 critical attempts to repress antagonist languages in a text. For when a dominated group
 registers its language praxis, it registers its struggle. Indeed, it registers it against the
 attempts of competing or dominating groups to repress that struggle.

 But at this point we must construct a more sophisticated model to deal with problems,
 not foreseen by Volosinov's analysis. The experience of the Third World has raised
 questions about language split in group life; it has become historically evident that a new
 linguistic-cultural problematic is shaped when oppressed groups find themselves under the
 necessity of speaking not only (or only partly) their own language but the language of
 another, dominating group. The language of an oppressed group in such circumstances
 tends to become a coded language-whose opposition is expressed only in "deformed" or
 distorted fashion. The relations of colonized groups with their colonizers in the final and
 breakup period of global imperialism give us a classic case in point. The task of analysis then
 becomes one of giving an adequate account of the (masked) oppositional content of these
 coded languages and of then tracing the historical stages by which such groups become able
 to speak their own language or languages without disguise. The language of these groups
 now develops as an expression of a political practice and, on the site of each individual
 within the group, fights out the battle against the dominating group linguistically as much as
 politically. The linguistic-political oppression we must now consider is thus a double
 relation-external with respect to the oppressor outside and internal with respect to his
 presence within. In the work of Frantz Fanon these mediated relations come to the fore and
 have been developed as a significant theoretical advance. Fanon's Wretched of the Eartbh18is
 exemplary in describing the situation of language split in such cases. In Fanon's view, the
 language-cultural situation of the native-born intellectual is privileged because it is the
 intellectual who sums up the divided experience of the group as a whole; he or she is the
 specialized site of competing language practices. Speaking not only his or her own language
 but the language of the imperialist oppressor also, the intellectual produces a kind of text in
 which the oppressor's language represses his or her own by rewriting it. Such a dilemma
 then is both personal and existential. Its solution calls for a violence experienced as both
 literal and figurative. The violent act, collective in its structure and meaning for Fanon, is
 nevertheless lived psychologically on an individual level--in the immediate awareness of
 each oppressed man or woman that he or she is "setting to rights" an unbearable situation
 against his or her oppressor.

 The act of violence is first of all an exterior one, essentially for Fanon the act by which
 the faceless North African brings him or herself into being for the first time by making the
 French colonizer an object. In this way the native-born man or woman, who has existed
 before "as an animal" in a colonized awareness, first shapes his or her own humanity. But
 violence is also interior. In this sense and on a more figurative level, it is especially the

 17Volosinov, p. 10.

 18Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth (New York: Grove, 1968), trans., Constance Farrington. See
 especially ch. 1, "Concerning Violence."
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 intellectual who is "colonized from within" by interiorizing the cultural and linguistic
 codes of the oppressor. Educated and divided by the oppressor language and culture, the
 intellectual is the exemplary "site" of competing codes and cultures. As a figure for the
 oppressed group as a whole, the intellectual must now be seen as a kind of text that requires
 a violent reversal of the codes that constitute it. In heightened form the intellectual lives out
 the cultural-linguistic struggles of the group as a whole.19

 Analysis of oppositional texts, following this point of view, will then be an analysis of the
 concrete ways in which opposition, in spite of its textual repression, disruptively and
 violently continues to assert itself. It will be an analysis that explains languages as the praxis
 of a social group, the outcome of a historically situated, materially located group
 interaction. It will be an analysis that supplements and specifies Volosinov's. Indeed, more
 recent social language investigations have begun to verify Volosinov's radical insight-that
 the language of a group gives that group's consciousness in its developed and developing
 forms. A number of sociolinguistic studies20 have made us more aware of the violent,
 oppositional nature of the language forms of oppressed groups, and Fanori's text-as a
 rewriting of an oppositional language so that it becomes for the moment more
 "acceptable"-will alert us to the disguised or coded nature of such an opposition and to
 the indirect ways in which such an opposition is bound to be reflected and refracted. The
 consciousness of the oppressed group will be expressed only in distorted forms, but in
 these forms we will read its oppositional content.

 The gay language reflected in O'Hara's poetry can be located, I believe, in such a
 theoretical context. As the consciousness of an oppositional group, however, this language
 often resists recognition. To the extent that an oppositional group feels itself powerless, or
 on this side of a revolutionary praxis--and this certainly was the case with gay men in the
 50s--the oppositional content of its language inevitably is "coded." Black "spirituals," for
 instance, are now often seen as a form of coded opposition for the Black community in the
 19th century South. And gays in the decisive formative period of the late 40s and 50s have

 19But as for Fanon himself, doesn't he continue to "speak French?" And how is such a fact to be accounted for?
 Though the question should be raised in the larger context of the national liberation movements of the time, it is
 important to note in passing that such a question has formal, stylistic dimensions that locate it in rhetorical forms of
 appeal characteristic of a classical lycee tradition. And if for example, the mode of argumentation often specifically
 recalls that of Sartre, it is noteworthy that Sartre himself presents The Wretched of the Earth with a preface
 addressing the work to its French readership as its properly intended audience.

 20Among recent social language studies I have in one way or another found helpful are the following: Robin
 Lakoff, Language and Woman's Place (New York: Harper and Row, 1975); J.L. Dillard, Lexicon ofBlack English
 (New York: Seabury Press, 1977); John J. Gumperz and Dell Hymes (eds.), Directions in Sociolinguistics (New
 York: Holt, Rinhart and Winston, 1972); Joshua A. Fishman (ed.), Readings in the Sociology of Language (The
 Hague: Mouton, 1968), and "The Sociology of Language," in Thomas A. Sebeok (ed.), Current Trends in Linguistics
 (The Hague: Mouton, 1974); Basil Bernstein, Class Codes and Control( London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1972),
 vol. 1, Theoretical Studies Towards a Sociology of Language; William Labov, The Social Stratification of English
 in New York City (Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1966), and Language in the Inner City:
 Studies in the Black English Vernacular (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylviania Press, 1972); Renee Balibar and
 Dominique LaPorte, Le Frangais national:politique etpratique de la langue nationale sous la Rvolution (Paris:
 Hachette, 1974) and Renee Balibar with Genieve Merlin and Gilles Tret, Les Frangaisfictifs: Le rapport des styles
 litttraires au frangais national (Paris: Hachette, 1974).

 For an excellent bibliography with remarks on several of these works and others, see Alvin W. Gouldner, The

 Dialectic ofldeology and Technology: the Origins, Grammar andFuture ofldeology (New York: Seabury, 1976),
 pp. 64-66.
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 felt a similar need to resort to linguistic disguises. Such disguises, however, were often in
 complicity with quite different needs of the dominant group.

 To be sure, the coding model cuts both ways. The coded nature of the gay language of
 the post-War period expressed a need for self-preservation and concealment on the part of
 the gay community-for a linguistic defense against the threat of dominant group
 penetrations. On the other hand, coded gay language also had the effect of preventing the
 recognition of an oppositional content of gay speech, on the part of the dominant straight
 group. At the time this was probably inevitable; characteristically, dominant groups don't
 recognize the groups they dominate until they are compelled to do so. Thus, it is not
 unnatural that criticism refuses to hear gay language. For that language is in fact the
 structure of the dominated group's inadmissible consciousness-its material reality, as
 Volosinov would say. The language of the dominated group becomes inaudible, just as
 physical attributes, gestures, and mannerisms go unseen. At a certain stage of its
 development, the language of a dominated group is unheard.

 The difficulty of actually hearing a language, or locating it, is sharpened and
 compounded in the case of a literary production. A text is the site of competing ideologies,
 and the literary piece produced by a member of a dominated group, in reflecting the
 consciousness of the oppressed group, also refracts and alters-or falsifies--that con-
 sciousness as its author produces it as literature. In a literary work the repressed language
 does indeed come to be heard, but in a distorted or problematic mode-ideologically
 reshaped by the dominant language.

 How then can oppositional language of this kind be located? If, following Volosinov,
 every language practice is in reality apraxis, the question of the location of the language is
 one of locating its praxis, of putting the text into context. In the case of Frank O'Hara, this
 context refers us to the divisions of literary life in the immediate post-War years from the
 late 40s through the early 60s, and to the material and institutional settings of that literary
 life which made possible its literary productions--particularly its competing publishing
 and distribution networks, a praxis which will locate the dominant language of the poems.
 The non-dominant gay language of these poems, on the other hand, refers us to quite
 another praxis, the oppositional language practice of the gay community itself, in its
 historical period of formation in the late 40s and 50s.

 III

 Let us first of all turn to the literary situation of the 50s, which will locate the dominant
 language practice of the O'Hara poems. At the time, as we know, literary life and particularly
 poetry saw itself as largely divided between what was thought of as academic poetry on the
 one hand, and a new bohemian or beatnik poetry of protest on the other. This division in
 literary life was an important one in the self-estimation of writers themselves; it suggested
 that the alternative or "beat" writing was in fact a movement of real social opposition. But, as
 we will see later, such a division was more apparent than real. Both beats and academics
 were "establishment" in their solid connections with money and power and with the
 apparatuses of the dominant New York publishing houses of the day; for both academics and
 beats, the reigning "existentialist" mythology was to be reflected in the thematic and
 stylistic concerns of the writing itself. The beat and academic modes are more adequately
 seen as alternatives within the same dominant language discourse.

 To gauge the passions generated in the partisan dispute of beatnik vs. academic, it might
 be helpful to recall that the beatnik poetry of the day was thought to be anti-establishment
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 enough to have recourse to public legal action. And on three occasions trials ensued. In San
 Francisco Lenore Kandel's Love Book was put on trial, as Allen Ginsberg's Howl had been; in
 both cases the charge was obscenity. Then in Cleveland the poet D.A. Levy was jailed and
 charged with reading a poem that advocated smoking marijuana. Generally among writers
 of the time poets like Ginsberg and Gregory Corso, together with the prose writers linked
 with them, like Burroughs, Kerouac, and the mostly non-writing Neal Cassidy were thought
 to be opposed in poetic practice as well as publically disruptive lifestyle to poets like W.S.
 Merwin, Robert Bly, Adrienne Rich, and Louis Simpson, as well as others like Delmore
 Schwartz, James Dickey, or Robert Lowell, considered establishment figures.

 In John Ashbery's estimation at least21 the terms of such a division ill-suited a poet like
 Frank O'Hara, who was as Ashbery put it, "too hip for the squares and too square for the
 hips"-a poet who was neither one nor the other. The terms of this opposition, however,
 probably ill-suited a number of the poets of the time. Of the beats, for instance, many had
 ascertainable connections through family or university training with privilege and
 influence as well as money.22 Among academics, on the other hand, there were some, like
 Lowell himself, with what were for the day strong or radical political commitments, and
 certainly many with rather unconventional lifestyles. As for the "styles" of the poetry itself,
 one has seen a number of changes in the decades which have followed. So that the poetry of

 Ashbery himself, for instance, once classed with the beats, can hardly now be considered
 other than establishment, perhaps even academic. The later development of the poetry of
 Robert Bly on the other hand, first thought to be academic now often seems more beat in
 tone, as in the nearly Ginsbergian The Teeth Mother Naked at Last. But however qualified
 from an oppositional standpoint, the basic division between beats and academics does seem
 appropriate for organizing the various poetic conflicts of this period, particularly from a
 materialist standpoint. It refers us to new formations of American intellectual life in the
 post-War period.

 What, infrastructurally, was this division all about? The developments of the market
 capitalism of the day give us a clue. The new consumer society had had a strong effect on
 university life, expanding its base with an influx of large numbers of new students and
 creating teaching jobs for a new class of intellectuals, "value-free technicians" of literary
 production, whose formalist and New Critical ideologies reflected the transformation and
 integration of the university and scholarly publishing into consumer society as a whole as
 rationalized instruments of production and consumption. Literature, in short, was
 becoming a commodity like other commodities.23

 The academic poets from this materialist perspective were those who integrated
 themselves in a significant way into the university praxis, through publishing and other
 economic connections, and with new features of poetic style that reflected the formalist
 New Critical ideology of the university. The beats, on the other hand, were those poets who
 for whatever reasons had to look elsewhere than to the official university praxis for the
 material base of their production and who, as a result, came to develop poetic styles that
 reflected the several alternative praxes of the day.

 Among these alternative or non-academic praxes, some were of course "events"-like
 the appearance in 1960 of the Donald Allen anthology, The New American Poetry: 1945-

 2 1 In his obituary note on O'Hara, cited in Perloff, p. 12.
 22See Donald Allen (ed.), The New American Poetry: 1945-1960 (New York: Grove, 1960), pp. 427-452.
 23Noted in James E. Breslin's unpublished essay "The End of the Line: American Poetry, 1945-1955," p. 25.
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 1960,24an enormously successful publication that effectively united for the general public a
 number of often quite different poets and poetries as having a poetic practice opposed to
 the dominant and university practice. Published in New York by the "alternative" Grove
 Press, the Allen anthology was soon accepted popularly as a more or less definitive list of the
 bohemian poets of the day, an index to what was or was not beatnik writing. And for better
 or for worse, O'Hara's poetry was featured there prominently.

 Beat praxis, however, can best be located materially-the Allen anthology that brought
 beat writing to the general public was, after all, an event, not an ongoing structure-in
 quasi-institutional networks of job and personal relations, complexes of book and magazine
 production, and so on, in material complexes that shaped a set of common poetic practices
 and gave these practices distinctive language features. The two most prominent of these
 institutional matrices were Black Mountain College, the experimental college in North
 Carolina newly reformed under the influence of Charles Olson, and the so-called New York
 School of poets allied with the art and art-publishing world in New York, centering itself
 around the personality and writing practice of O'Hara himself. Both of these complexes of
 production competed against the official university practice, at least as "alternatives" to the
 academic poetry.

 The description of the latter group of poets as the "New York School" was originally a
 kind of insider's joke,25 but has widely come to be accepted as an index of this group's
 common attitudes and aspirations about what was or was not acceptable in the language
 practice of poetry. Underlying these attitudes, however, was a socio-economic situation
 that related in a special way to the various art-related job and work connections of these
 poets. As a "conspiracy" of attitudes, friendships, and job situations, such an institutional
 network among New York School poets has been described by Virgil Thomson, for instance,
 as "American poets working for the Modem Art establishment, whether this is done as an
 employee of the Museum of Modern Art or as a contributor to any of the periodicals
 controlled by or perhaps connected with that Museum."26 And this much can't be doubted:
 the social-economic relations of many New York poets at this time were largely determined
 by the dominant art-institutional life of the galleries, the art periodicals, and the art
 publishing industries as well of course in a special way by the Museum of Modern Art-with
 its extensive influence as a broker and dispenser of jobs for talented intellectuals and
 writers.27 In these circumstances it wasn't unnatural that the writing of many of these poets
 had a great deal in common, and in many respects a common style. Nor is it surprising that

 24The Allen anthology groups together in five separate sections poets now thought of as Black Mountain, San
 Francisco Renaissance, Beat, and New York School as well as another group with no special geographical
 designation, though in Allen's opinion the groupings remain "rather arbitrary." I group all these poets together as
 beat, or alternative, poets in order to contrast them with poets then thought of as academics. The "beats" properly
 so called, like Ginsberg and Corso, as well as the poets of the San Francisco Renaissance group, do not seem to have
 had such a strongly institutional praxis as the New York poets or those associated with Black Mountain. Black
 Mountain and New York seem more interesting to me because more strongly institutional in a material, organized
 fashion. Certainly the beats had a relation to social institutions in a loose sense, but with much less of a determinate
 material base of site for a writing praxis. Finally, it is well to remember that, whatever the "beat" influence was in
 the novel and other areas of writing (like Kerouac and Burroughs), "beat" poetry at best comprises only a few
 names-perhaps only Ginsberg and Corso, Orlovsky and Kerouac.

 25See Edwin Denby's account of the origin of this name as a double or triple joke, in Perloff, pp. 195-196.
 26See Virgil Thomson's "Statement" in my edition of the Special Supplement, Panjandrum 2-3, 1973.
 27For a corroborative view of the power of the Modern at this time see Fred Moramarco, "John Ashbery and

 Frank O'Hara: The Painterly Poets,"Journal of Modern Literature 5:3 (September, 1976), pp. 436-63.
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 the tone of the professional "art writing" of many of these poets should spill over into the
 poetic speech and language of their verse, giving it an infrastructural base. Such a tone might
 be called "institutional"-in the sense of a common set of economic and social interests

 centering around institutions for the production and consumption of art. The dominant
 language practice of O'Hara's poetry clearly reflects this art-institutional base-a base
 which, as we will see, expresses his several concerns as museum curator, writer for museum
 publications and art periodicals, and young poet whose first books were published by
 gallery presses. Later on we will look at this same museum-art complex in more detail and
 find important but submerged connections between O'Hara's life as a museum worker and
 his life as a gay man. Meanwhile however-to return to the question of language and poetic
 practice-we can note that O'Hara's position in the institutional art world gave him
 significant access to the alternative modernist culture of the day in abstract expressionist or
 "action" painting, making available to him an ideology which would eventually legitimize
 his work as part of the avant-garde movement.

 It was Harold Rosenberg who first coined the term "Action Painting" (in "The American
 Action Painters," 1952) to describe that moment in painting when "the canvas began to
 appear to one American painter after another as a arena in which to act-rather than as a
 space in which to reproduce, redesign, analyze or "express" an object, actual or imagined.
 What was to go on the canvas was not a picture but an event." As Fred Moramarco has
 recently noted, Rosenberg's formulation can be helpfully applied to explaining the goals of
 much of the New York poetry of the time, particularly that of O'Hara and Ashbery:

 If we changed the words "canvas," "painter," and "picture" in this passage to "page," "poet," and
 "poem" Rosenberg's perceptive statement can describe as well the situation in American poetry at
 the time. Just as American painters were experiencing the exhilerating freedom of discovering the
 act of painting as the "event" to be captured and frozen on the canvas, American poets were
 discovering, in the very act of poetic composition, the subject matter of their poetry.28

 Moramarco is correct in pointing out the analogy between the two groups. Explaining
 things in retrospect we might say that the writing of the New York poets was a kind of
 ecriture that didn't yet know itself by that name. To judge it by its declared intentions (at
 least in O'Hara's case), the writing of these poets was a project for self-referentiality: a
 textual project, an act or event that displaced the subject into an object produced, making
 the production process itself its own referent. In contrast to the writing of the academic
 poets, there was to be nothing transcendental in the modernist text of the New York poetry;
 nothing behind it or under it. Or if there was, no one cared to notice. From the standpoint of
 the New York poets the lines were drawn: action painting together with New York poetry
 on one side, academic poetry on the other.

 Thus O'Hara attacked Lowell's "confessionalism" as a sort of concession to self-

 indulgence-bad writing that let him, as O'Hara put it, "get away with things that are just
 plain bad but you're supposed to be interested because he's supposed to be so
 upset."29Similary, O'Hara's friend Kenneth Koch would take on Robert Frost-in a poem
 parodying Frost's tendentious symbolism, called, fairly enough, "Mending Sump." Poets like
 Lowell and Frost were bad writers, from this point of view, because their subject matter lay

 28Moramarco, p. 438.
 29Cited in Perloff, p. 137.
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 beyond the page. Articulating his own felt relation to the painting of the period and
 contrasting it implicitly with New Critical concerns for subject matter, O'Hara once noted,
 in reference to one of his own poems, that

 the verbal elements are not too interesting to discuss although they are intended consciously to
 keep the surface of the poem high and dry, not wet, reflective and self-conscious. Perhaps the
 obscurity comes in here, in the relationship between the surface and the meaning, but I like it that
 way since the one is the other (you have to use words) and I hope the poem to be the subject, not
 just about it.30

 If the poem was the subject, it wasn't much like the New Critical or academic poem. Calling
 attention to these allegiances and caricaturing them, O'Hara would once sign himself in a
 letter to a close friend, "Yours in action art."31 Clearly, O'Hara's sympathies and those of this
 his friends didn't lie with the New Critics and their friends, the academic poets.

 The publishing practices of the New York group of poets largely reflect this stance. In
 contrast with the academics, who published with university presses or established New
 York houses, the New York poets of the 50s themselves published either with the
 "alternative" presses like Grove-though this was rare-or put out their work more
 privately-O'Hara made use of art-gallery imprints--or else didn't really publish in any
 accepted sense. Donald Allen sums up the situation in the preface of The New American
 Poetry, stating that the poets of the anthology had as a rule

 written a large body ofwork, but most ofwhat has been published so far has appeared only in a few
 little magazines, as broadsheets, pamphlets, and limited editions, or circulated in manuscript; a
 larger amount of it has reached its growing audience through poetry readings

 thus insuring on the part of these poets the creation of "their own tradition, their own press,
 and their public."32

 As a result the work of these poets--the New York group included among them-found
 only a limited general distribution; Allen Ginsberg, the exception, was not part of the New
 York group. Distribution was a privilege generally linked with publication by the
 established New York houses or the university presses, whose sales to libraries alone, if
 nothing else, would often guarantee a large press run. And it is these larger presses that were
 receptive to the established "academic" poets. Harcourt Brace, for instance, was the
 publisher for Robert Lowell's Lord Weary's Castle, as well as the complete T.S. Eliot and
 important New Critical favorites like William Empson and Louis Simpson. Or again, the
 Wesleyan University Press put out Robert Bly's Silence in the Snowy Fields as well as a
 selection of other works by poets like Donald Davie, David Ignatow, and Donald Justice, all
 considered academic poets. These publishers gave wide distribution and national
 recognition to their poets; and in the case of university presses at least, often significantly
 underwrote or financed the books published.

 On the other hand, publishing houses like Grove, Evergreen, and New Directions in
 New York or City Lights on the West Coast, though "alternative" publishers to be sure,
 compared with more important and larger houses like Harcourt, were nonetheless solidly
 commercial enterprises. And as it happens, they published, among others, Ashbery,

 30Cp, p. 497.
 31Cited in Perloff, p. 497.
 32Donald Allen, NewAmerican Poetry, p. xi. See also Ron Loewinsohn's "After the (Mimeograph) Revolution,"

 Tri-Quarterly, 18 (Spring 1970), for an extended discussion.
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 Ginsberg, and O'Hara. Ashbery's Some Trees (1956) appeared with Yale-probably as
 establishment a publisher as could be found. Even O'Hara's poems were accepted for
 publication several times with Poetry Magazine; his Meditations in an Emergency came out
 with Evergreen and later Lunch Poems with City Lights. Such publishing data is suggestive
 and qualifies our estimation of the "beatnik" or bohemian poetries as really "alternative."

 Such then is the general situation in which we should locate O'Hara's poetry when, in
 the middle 50s, he came to be known at least among other poets as an important poet of the
 day. At a time when poetry largely divided itself into two opposing camps with an
 "academic" or establishment supported poetry on one side and the "beatnik" or alternative
 poetries on the other side, O'Hara's poetic practice should certainly be linked with the
 alternative group; remembering as we should, however, that both academic and alternative
 poetries expressed, in a deeper way, only options within the general and dominant
 language practice. Indeed, if we were to look only at this dominant language of the O'Hara
 text-the language practice of the poetries we have reviewed-there would be no reason
 to think of O'Hara's work as a whole as any more "oppositional" than the work of the other
 alternative poets of the period-many of whom today, far from appearing threatening or
 disturbing, seem rather to be taking their places in American poetry as respected elders, the
 founding fathers of a now acceptable new poetry. "Opposition" then must be linked in
 O'Hara's poetry to a use of gay language.

 IV

 It is with good reason that criticism has repressed discussion of O'Hara's gay language
 practice. For this language practice is not simply "alternative" but, to choose another word,
 oppositional-having for its particular target male supremicist privilege, founded on the
 subjugation of women and effeminate men. And for this reason alone, gay male language is
 traditionally violent; the situation after all is objectively violent. In pre-assertive group
 conditions, as we will shortly see, the violence of an oppressed group usually internalizes
 itself. But such manifestations deceive no one; they remain objectionable even when
 masked or disguised as self-violence. Criticism then must reject the violence of this
 language as offensive to male privilege. And we may expect that as the crisis of international
 capitalism continues to deepen, and the opposition of oppressed groups on all fronts takes
 on increasingly antagonistic forms, critical discourse will react to this situation in an
 appropriate fashion-attempting to legitimize or co-opt the artifacts associated with these
 struggles by creating more sophisticated strategies for disguising the basic social
 contradictions present in the very language of these productions. For the question of
 O'Hara's gay language, as we noted, refers us to our own period-not his.

 To disengage that oppositional language is first and foremost to remind ourselves of its
 violence and the importance of violence-as seen earlier in the case of Fanon's native-born
 intellectual-in the formation of group awareness of struggle.

 In the early O'Hara there is a great deal of family violence,33obvious and usually easy
 enough to locate: victim against victimizer, ending in the death of the protagonist. Though
 in the following, and exceptional, poem the protagonist's reversal of this situation is
 notable:

 33These poems and their variants are discussed at greater length in ch. 1 of my doctoral diss., Frank O'Hara's
 Poems (University of California-Berkeley, 1976), excerpted in Homage to Frank O'Hara.
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 I ran through the snow like a young Czarevitch!
 My gun was loaded and wolves disguised
 as treed nymphs pointed out where the fathers
 had hidden in gopher holes. I shot them right
 between the eyes! The mothers were harder to find

 the shots hung glittering in air like poems. (CP, 60)

 The poems aren't yet "gay language," though they do strike a note we should heed. Violent
 in the intent, to be sure, but also trivialized in a way that has yet to be explained. More
 typically the victim is the subject in these early poems, and frequently too the situation is a
 sexual one:

 Funny, I thought, that the lights are on this late
 and the hall door open; still up at this hour, a
 champion jai-alai player like himself? Oh fie!
 for shame! What a host, so zealous! And he was
 there in the hall, flat on a sheet of blood that
 ran down the stairs. I did appreciate it. There are
 few hosts who so throughly prepare to greet a guest
 only casually invited, and that several months ago. (CP, 14)

 The violence is clearly linked to a sexual situation, but surprisingly enough as something
 like a casual inconvenience, as if the narrator finds it ordinary, even predictable. An
 inappropriate response surely, but a response we seem somehow invited to share. "I did
 appreciate it," remarks the narrator-assuming, one feels, that we ourselves would have
 such a response. And in fact the language becomes a coded accusation: it implies that the
 violence is our own. The trivializing function of gay language is rarely innocent.

 Dominant view critiques of the "trivialization" of gay language have, of course,
 consistently refused the contestatory meaning of this language practice-irrespective of
 the increasingly polemical interpretations of gays themselves.34 Trivialization is seen as a
 particular kind of humor that might be "anyone's": not the language practice of a specific,
 specifically located and specifically oppressed social group. What results has been a
 programmatic misinterpretation by euphemism. Thus in the O'Hara poems, as we have
 seen, the insistence has been to avoid a "sectarian," for which read gay viewpoint, and a
 concomitant emphasis on discovering a "universal" content of the poetry which would
 make it available to all.

 Susan Sontag's 1962 Partisan Review essay, "Notes on Camp," is a landmark in this
 discussion, historically the first serious discussion of gay language from a positive
 viewpoint, and it should be credited in this regard. In Sontag's discussion, nevertheless, we
 see another strategy of assimilation at work-a strategy that understands "camp" as
 essentially an aspect of the modern sensibility. Gay language becomes innocuous or even
 good-natured, that is, non-antagonistic. "It goes without saying that the camp sensibility is
 disengaged, de-politicized--or at least a-political," Sontag notes. Further, Sontag remarks,

 34Joseph J. Hayes, "Gayspeak," Quarterly Journal of Speech 62:3 (October 1976), has noted some of these
 polemical interpretations. Hayes' annotated Language and Language Behavior of Lesbian Women and Gay Men:
 A Bibliography with Abstracts, is soon to appear in the Journal ofHomosexuality as a two-part series. It will be
 the definitive bibliography on the subject.
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 Camp taste is a kind of love, love for human nature. It relishes, rather than judges, the little
 triumphs and awkward intensities of "character".... People who share this sensibility are not
 laughing at the thing they label as "a camp," they're enjoying it. Camp is a tender feeling.35

 From our present stand-point, however, such an interpretation can no longer illumine gay
 language. It does not contextualize that language as the praxis of a group. Rather, it is an
 interpretive rewriting procedure-and in fact a criticism. One wonders indeed if there is a
 place in such a view for the violence, the cynicism, and even the guilt that so often
 characterize gay language praxis. If O'Hara does write in a camp vein, such humor may have
 rather somber overtones, when understood as the lived group praxis of gays. Consider the
 oddly threatening function of the humor in a poem like this one:

 Is it dirty
 does it look dirty
 that's what you think of in the city

 does it just seem dirty
 that's what you think of in the city
 you don't refuse to breathe do you

 someone comes along with a very bad character
 he seems attractive, is he really. yes. very
 he's attractive as his character is bad. is it. yes

 that's what you think of in the city
 run your finger along your no-moss mind
 that's not a thought that's soot

 and you take a lot of dirt off someone
 is the character less bad. no. it improves constantly.

 you don't refuse to breathe do you (CP, 327)

 At the back of his mind ("it's like Times Square at midnight/ you don't know where you're
 going/ but you know," says O'Hara in a later poem), a gay man reading this poem may think
 with some alarm that this is what, after all, the possibility of "rough trade" might mean for
 him. Is the character less bad then?-asks O'Hara. No, it isn't, and it's still the possibility of
 violence. But "You don't refuse to breathe do you?" says another voice-closer to fatalism
 than one would have thought. Such a poem comes from a specific praxis, the praxis of gay
 men; but it is a praxis that often is disguised and so requires a "retranslating" on the part of
 the critic in order to recover the "original" writing beneath.

 There are "clues" of course-gay usages or expressions, for instance, that will have
 greater meaning for gays than for straight, who may in fact ignore these clues. In one of his
 best long poems, "For the Chinese New Year and Bill Berkson," when O'Hara says

 here we are and what the hell are we going to do
 with it we are going to blow it up like daddy did
 only us I really think we should go up for a change
 I'm tired of always going down what price glory
 it's one of those timeless priceless words like come (CP, 390)

 The text of this passage is clearly one of anxiety about the Bomb, and a figurative expression
 for the "blowing-up" of American society, probably, as a monstrosity that can no longer be

 35Susan Sontag, "Notes on Camp," in Against Interpretation (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1966), pp.
 291-92.
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 tolerated. O'Hara obviously did identify in some way with this end-phase of American late-
 capitalism, as he saw it ("as I historically/ belong to the enormous bliss of American death,"
 he remarks in "Rhapsody"). Yet such an anxiety may be "overdetermined" sexually. There
 is a subtext here which should not go unnoticed; the sexually specific phrase "words like
 come" may help to release to the reader the specifically gay content of another phrase, "I'm
 tired of always going down .. ." The speaker is also saying, as it should now be evident, that
 he is "tired" of always having to be the one to satisfy the other person. Isn't he supposed to
 be gratified too? Yet because it still remains "glory," such a variant of his own sexuality
 seems to link up in the speaker's mind with a kind of masochism, a self-identification of
 himself with the atomic destruction of all of society. Often, and especially in the later
 poems, such a self-identification will specify itself in a proliferation of suicide motifs:

 how can anyone be more amusing than oneself
 how can anyone fail to be
 can I borrow your forty-five
 I only need one bullet preferably silver
 if you can't be interesting at least you can be a legend
 (but I hate all that crap) (CP, 430)

 To what extent is the construction of a gay subtext able to account for the tendency toward
 self-violence in poems like this last? It might be argued with some justification perhaps that
 the assumption of a gay subtext at this point is simply more or less useful according to one's
 ideological persuasions, that the violence in question could be anyone's-that it isn't
 necessarily a sexual political matter or the ideology of an oppressed group.

 Yet here again it may be useful to draw on some of Fanon's insights with regard to the
 violence against self inevitable for an oppressed group in an historically "pre-assertive"
 situation. Speaking from his own clinically detailed experiences as a black psychiatrist
 among North African Arabs, Fanon stresses the historical inevitability in a pre-revolutionary
 situation that the oppressed characteristically internalize the violence of the oppressor, and
 that this self-violence manifests itself spiritually as well as physically: guilt, self-hate, and
 neurosis as well as unprovoked violence against others in one's group, rather than against
 the oppressor.

 How does this apply to the situation of gay men in the 50s and early 60s when O'Hara
 was writing and when gays were clearly far from the later self-assertive phase that was to
 characterize Gay Lib in the 70s? It is after all the nature of classical gay humor--gay camp in
 the 50s, which tended to be pretty generally self-deprecatory--to be a repeating pattern of
 assurances to straights that the alienation felt in one's life as a gay person was at bottom one's
 own fault, rather than the fault of the straight society that continued to benefit from the
 situation. More often than not, O'Hara remains true to the gay attitudes of this period,
 minimizing saations of great pain and suffering with humor that neutralizes the seriousness
 of the harm done:

 Then too, the other day I was walking through a train
 with my suitcase and I overheard someone say "speaking of faggots"
 now isn't life difficult enough without that
 and why am I always carrying something
 well it was a shitty looking person anyway
 better a faggot than a farthead
 or as fathers have often said to friends of mine
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 "better dead than a dope" "if I thought you were queer
 I'd kill you" (CP, 441-442)

 In this context too we can look at ambiguous feelings of self-worth in sexist or "drag"
 poems:

 I could find some rallying ground like pornography or
 religious exercise, but really, I say to myself, you
 are too serious a girl for that...If, when my cerise
 muslin sweeps across the agora, I hear no whispers even
 if they're really echoes, I know they think I'm on my last
 legs, "She's just bought a new racing car" they say, or
 "She's using mercurochrome on her nipples." (CP,74-75)

 Or in the overtly sexual poems:

 My back is peeling and the tar
 melts underfoot as I cross the street.

 Sweaty foreheads wipe on my shirt
 as I pass. The sun hits a building
 and shines off onto my face. The sun
 licks my feet through my moccasins
 as I feel my way along the asphalt.
 The sun beams on my buttocks
 as I outdistance the crowd. For a

 moment I enter the cavernous vault

 and its deadish cold. I suck off

 every man in the Manhattan Storage &
 Warehouse Co. Then, refreshed, again
 to the streets! to the generous sun
 and the vigorous heat of the city.36

 Here relations of promiscuity are treated as if they could be satisfying or fulfilling. Situations
 like these suggest oppression turned inward.37

 Postulating a gay subtext to these poems would help make comprehensible one of the
 otherwise rather puzzling features of the poetry: O'Hara's constant tendency to present
 symbols of deep and violent pain and then "contextualize" them, either turning them
 against himself in minimizing them or else by parodying his own feelings about the pain. The
 violence of the language of these poems is first of all a repressed violence, as if gay language
 were being repressed by straight language.

 V

 That such a language was felt as threatening and oppositional is clear enough at this
 point; and that it had to be rewritten in order to be critically legitimized. What is not yet
 clear, however, is how O'Hara himself aided and furthered such a project by creating an art
 or language artifact that would be ambiguous enough to permit the later critical readings to
 repress or co-opt the antagonist gay language practice actually there. O'Hara of course was

 36Frank O'Hara: Poems Retrieved (Bolinas, California: Grey Fox, 1977), ed., Donald Allen, p. 160.
 37Fanon's "Colonial War and Mental Disorders," The Wretched of the Earth, pp. 249-310, gives a detailed

 account of such mechanisms of "violence turned inward" in North African Arabs of the pre-assertive colonial
 period.
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 not only a gay man--but an art professional. And in this conjuncture we can historically
 locate the instrument that enabled the disturbing text of these poems to pass from an
 unacceptable antagonism as oppositional language practice to an acceptability within the
 discourse of art modernism. Let us return for a moment then to the question of O'Hara's life,
 and see how that life was itself a rewriting project, the repression of one praxis by another.

 By profession Frank O'Hara of course did know and in fact had to know what the art-
 institutional language of the times was and how it worked. Besides being curator for the
 Museum of Modem Art, O'Hara was also by trade an art critic for the journals, a writer of
 important catalogs for the Museum shows, and on at least one occasion the author of a
 standard monograph on a major painter, Jackson Pollock. O'Hara was at the very center, as
 his friends have many times pointed out, of the institutional art-literature world of the
 galleries, the art magazines, and, of course, the dominating sphere of influence of the
 MOMA. He knew what the language of this interlinked group of interests and personalities
 was and he knew how to use it as well as anyone, or better.

 In addition, O'Hara was also a gay man. At the organizational level in the art world, then
 as now it is largely a staff of gay men who provide institutional continuity for the magazines,
 the museums, the galleries, and so on, and give these institutions a continuing and
 recognizable profile. Inevitably in such a situation the language practice of gay men and the
 language practice of the art world itself, in its everyday speech, have often come to coincide
 or strongly influence each other. Such seems to have been the case in the New York art
 world of the 50s, where interests and contacts outside the work-place as well as the social
 life of the two groups often also overlapped. Gays in this situation were able to talk "art-talk"
 or "museum-talk" not only as art or museum people but also as gays; and art and museum
 people on their part could likewise "talk gay" irrespective of sexual orientation, as a kind of
 spilling over of job-related speech into overall speech patterns. Indeed, just as O'Hara's style
 may appear at first glance as simply "arty" or "chic," similarly the poetic language of many
 non-gay poets of this period often strikes the reader as "gay" in tone and stance, in apparent
 conflict with heterosexual content.38

 The language practices dissimulate themselves and thus mask their places of origin. It is
 in this context that we must locate the O'Hara poems, once more recalling Volo'inov. The
 text of O'Hara's poetry becomes a site of competing language practices-the dominant
 language practice of the New York art world of the 50s and the oppositional language
 practice of gay men. Volo'inov has noted that a language becomes a dead language when it
 loses the "multi-accentuality" of its semiotic signs, so that these signs no longer serve as the
 "arenas for the clash of live social accents." But while the living language sign "always has
 two faces, like Janus, this inner dialectic quality of the sign comes out fully in the open only
 in times of social crisis or revolutionary changes."390n the site of O'Hara's potems, an
 oppositional gay language, so apparently interchangeable with the dominant language, is
 then disguised, and makes itself available to the repression of later critical discourse-so
 that only one language actually appears, the dominant art-institutional language. In the
 critical reading then both languages appear as the same, the dominant language of art-
 modernism. Thus O'Hara's "characteristic lack of syntax," the flippancy and the bias
 towards colloquialism, the aestheticist thematizations of"deco" literary styles, etc.-all are

 38 I think this is true of non-gay poets like Koch, Berrigan, Schjeldahl, and Padgett, all of whom were either
 themselves involved in the art world at some point or strongly influenced by the tradition in their development.

 39Volosinov, P. 23.
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 now instances of the universalizing language of art-modernism, expressions of the dominant
 art institutional and literary discourse of the day. And as for the language dimensions of the
 O'Hara poems that can't be fit into this scheme, they are either overlooked completely or
 else discovered to be "not very good." In retrospect, critical approval can recognize only
 the art-language aspects of this poetry.

 To take up the question of O'Hara's art professionalism for a moment, it is important to
 note that O'Hara worked for the Museum of Modem Art at a historical period when the art
 object, as such, was coming close to a completed objectivization as commodity in the "high
 period" of Abstract Expressionism. The relative importance of the use-value of the art
 object was certainly in decline, and the art object was beginning to mean above all a
 completed exchange-value as money. To be sure, one of the revealing signs of such a
 process was the remarkable rise in price of the art object itself, particularly the canvas
 painting, and the concomitant growth of profit potential for the speculations in the art
 market. The Museum could be expected to demand of its employees in key or decision-
 making positions an ability to grasp intuitively new historical exigencies that related to the
 changing policies of the Musuem in situations that were then beginning to develop. So it is
 important to note in this context that O'Hara's family background was, it appears, middle or
 upper-middle class.40We learn from the poems, for instance, that O'Hara's family was at
 least well-off enough to provide a nurse for the children at one time, and apparently a horse
 for Frank, as well as advantages of private schooling and music lessons. And either because
 the family encouraged a sense of social ambition in Frank, or with the help of family
 connections, or perhaps simply because they could afford the costs of an education, we do
 know that in any event O'Hara ended up a Harvard undergraduate after two years of
 wartime service in the navy. At least for a while the family must have had enough money to
 be solidly middle-class.

 Coming from this background O'Hara would probably have "understood money" quite
 well; he would have had a class background that allowed him to mix well at museum social
 functions, and he would have known how to implement ideological guidelines in new
 acquisitions, exhibitions, and so on. At the Museum of Modem Art at this period in its
 history, an ability to understand something about ideological matters without having things
 explained must have been an important asset, perhaps even a prerequisite for advancement
 at the Musuem. The Museum after all was for all practical purposes the Rockefeller museum.
 Co-founded, principally funded, and at this time still dominated and governed by that
 family, the Modem was in effect a family enterprise, answerable to that family alone. It was,
 as Abby Aldrich Rockefeller's sons are reported to have called it, "Mother's Museum."41

 40The important sources for biographical information about O'Hara are the poems themselves and short
 memoirs or anecdotal material (see note 10); though Donald Allen's "Short Chronology" (CP, pp. xiii-xvi)
 provides a helpful summary of O'Hara's work and education, dates of publication, etc. O'Hara's extensive
 correspondance has still to appear. A full-scale biography has been planned by the poet-critic Peter Schjeldahl, but
 "difficulties of access to archival materials make it appear that publication is not expected for some time"(letter,
 P.S. to B.B. 6/21/78).

 41In the Rockefeller family it was Nelson, in the 50s, who interested himself in a particular way in the Modem
 and its new acquisitions policies--just as in the 30s it had been Nelson's mother, Abby Aldrich (Rockefeller), who
 had given impetus to the original idea and its implementation as the Museum's co-founder.
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 But if Rockefeller and other monied interests at some point in the 50s decided to
 underwrite the Modem Art Movement,42 including the new Abstract Expressionist
 painting, and to sponsor that movement through donations, purchases, and policy
 instruments like the Modem, the project could hardly have seemed unreasonable to them.
 As progressive as it generally and undoubtedly was, the Modem Art movement of New York
 at this time, in particular at its high point in Action Painting, must also be seen as a
 particularly successful instrument for embodying the late-capitalist, imperialist ideology of
 the time. Harold Rosenberg's articulation of the meaning of Action Painting-the canvas as
 "an arena to act in" rather than an object, an "event" rather than a picture-is, as we saw, a
 development of the modernist doctrine of self-referentiality; and, we may suppose,
 applicable to the general ideology of an expanding consumer society within the U.S. as well
 as the wider, imperialist goal of the consumerization of the Third World. The need for an
 analysis of such connections-more properly the job of art historians themselves--should
 at least be mentioned in passing.43

 It should not be surprising then that this global movement-toward rationalization of
 commodity exchange operations at a new level-would reflect itself locally in certain
 aspects of O'Hara's own work at the Museum, and in the form of job specialization. After a
 brief period at the front desk, O'Hara's job responsibilities became curatorial,44 duties that
 involved facilitating the circulation and exchange of the art commodity itself by a
 descriptive inventory of new objects in the Museum acquisitions, as well as cataloging art
 pieces already acquired for display locally or in traveling exhibitions. Whatever else he
 must have thought about his job with the-Museum-and his perceptions of the art of this

 420n the question of Rockefeller domination and control over the Museum of Modern Art, see sepecially Peter
 Collier and David Horowitz, The Rockefellers: an American Dynasty (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
 1976). Also useful is Myer Kutz, Rockefeller Power: America's Chosen Family (New York: Simon and Schuster,
 1974); as well as the impressionistic Russell Lyne, Good Old Modern (New York: Atheneum, 1973).

 43See Francis D. Klingender, Marxism and Modern Art (New York: International Publishers, 1945), for an
 attempt at such an analysis. Generally though, Marxism has still to work out a completed theory of mediations for
 problems like these. The historically progressive aspects of modernism in art and literature cannot simply be
 refused-and the example of Lukacs is classical here. Nor however can Rosenberg and the bourgeois critics be
 accepted as adequate. How after all did the canvas become an "arena to act in"? and why? Through what mediations
 can we trace the development of an American modernism as a necessary ideology of the consumer society of the
 day and a defacto instrument of U.S. imperialism abroad? Problems like these have not yet been worked out, yet we
 might briefly indicate the outlines of their site.

 At the time, we can note, it had become increasingly necessary that the product to be consumed-art
 ideologies, or consumer durables and other goods-appear radically separated from any links to a visible and local
 production process. This means that such goods or ideologies, at a new level of completeness, would have to mask
 or mystify themselves as products of production and appear as having an autonymous existence. Thus, a Walt
 Disney movie must not seem to express local and specific U.S. values but to be the expression of an international
 cultural taste and humor-as Coca-Cola was imposed on foreign or other local beverage tastes, or in the way that
 American chemical fertilizers and farm tools have been marketed for profit everywhere without respecting
 different agricultural needs in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Abstract Expressionism expressed a similar
 internationalism in art, largely denying its specific "American-ness," and asserting a factitious universalism in
 "human" values like freedom, courage, and existentialist meaning before the fact of death. Ideally, the work of art
 would express the same values everywhere, transcending national borders and local preferences to reveal a non-
 specific humanness, like the ideology felt to be necessary for American market products. That the "arena" of the
 canvas would be conceived as a record of the art process that produced it was a way of mystifying the relation of
 product to production. In this sense process was not a production at all, or at least would not appear to be. What
 would appear would simply be the global possibility of the exchange, of the "self' itself, in some abstract mode.

 44 See Waldo Rasmussen, "Frank O'Hara in the Museum," in Homage to Frank O'Hara, pp. 84-90, for an
 anecdotal account of this aspect of O'Hara's life as recalled by a colleague at the Museum.
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 period seem to have been keenly knowledgeable and generous, always alert to the human
 dimensions of these works--O'Hara must, nevertheless, also have been quite aware that the
 work he was doing at the Museum was, at a social level, an impoverishment of this same
 human experience, an aesthetic production of the requirements of commodity capitalism.
 Catalogued and put up on museum walls, circulated from place to place, exhaustively
 described and analyzed, the art pieces O'Hara worked with would become-"against his
 will" he would say--fetishes, reifications of human experience and feelings, human
 productions alienated from their use-value. That is, art.45 And in this regard O'Hara's
 thoughts at the end of his "In Memory of My Feelings" become illustrative of a profound
 contradiction:

 And yet

 I have forgotten my loves, and chiefly that one, the cancerous
 statue which my body could no longer contain,

 against my will
 against my love

 become art,
 I could not change it into history

 and so remember it (CP, 257)

 O'Hara's art/writing practice is only established "against his will, against his love." It is time
 then to turn to the question of O'Hara's praxis as a gay man.

 O'Hara's feelings about art as a museum professional interiorizes in some striking ways
 the attitudes of gay men as a group in the period. Gay men of course were entering into a
 period of growth and development as a social group, with an assertiveness that saw its
 recognition on a variety of levels, and the literary events of the time reflected this
 development. Baldwin, Ginsberg, Capote, Burroughs, and other figures were creating in
 one area or another a public recognition of the existence of gay men as a group for the first
 time. To be sure, an institutional infrastructure was also developing-a praxis, though,
 whose internal contradictions marked out certain limitations in advance in gay community
 life. For if bars, baths, and other institutions brought gays together, that much was certainly
 to the good, a stage of socialization that contrasts strongly with the largely isolated or
 individual experience of gay men in the pre-war period. But these same institutions also
 exploited gay men both financially and sexually. And most important of all, gay men
 characteristically interiorized the commodity relation thus given as the defining meaning of
 sexuality itself. Thus promiscuity, self-rejection, and the reification of the sexual experience
 as a series of "numbers" or "tricks"-expressions whose referent is clearly the language of

 45Among recent discussions of the ideological function of art museum, one of the most interesting is An Anti-
 Catalog, Rudolph Baranik and others (New York: The Catalog Committee of Artists Meeting for Cultural Change,
 1977), available from them directly at 106 E. 19th St., no. 4, New York, N.Y. 10003. TheAnti-Catalog focuses on
 the decision by the Whitney Museum to show the private collection of J.D. Rockefeller III as one of four
 Bicentennial shows. In an initial statement the artists note that they have "become increasingly aware that the

 meaning and real worth of their activities were directed and controlled by the market and its legitimizing
 institutions, of which museums are a major part." Included in the Anti-Catalog are important discussions on the
 social function of the museum in general ("Reifying Art Products from the Nexus of their Social Production"), as
 well as several analyses of more particular issues ("Black Art and its Historical Omission," "Looking for Women in
 the Rockefeller Collection," and "Why There are no 'great' Women Artists.")
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 prostitution--often brought the commodity relation to the center of gay self-experience.
 Indeed one's whole life might be experienced from within as a commodity relation-whose
 essential meaning would then be a kind of counting operation or extended inventory. An
 additive series. To a perceptive art professional like O'Hara the inventorying and additive
 nature of the fetishized sexual experience in the gay culture of this time may well have been
 a metaphor for the commodity relation of the art world itself, so that a reified sexual
 experience from this point of view would contain the meaning of the fetishized, self-
 referential art object, itemized, counted, and continuously exchanged. Or was it the other
 way around? Is it art that contains the meaning of sexuality--or sexuality the meaning of art
 in these poems? Such a question brings us to the heart of our inquiry, the text.

 VI

 Here we have a precedent in our inquiry. Recently the question of women's language
 has been raised by Robin Lakoff. In Language and Woman's Place,46 Lakoff has
 demonstrated that the traditional language features of women's language express and
 structure continuing assumptions about the position of women in society, and that "the
 kinds of 'politeness' used by and of and to women, do not arise by accident; that they are,

 indeed, stifling, exclusive, and oppressive" (p. 83). Lakoffs analysis, however, has been
 criticized by some feminists as an a-historical treatment of women's language that fails to
 document new developments in women's language as well as aspects of traditional usage
 that might now be seen as "oppositional" in at least a germinal way. Further development of
 a social understanding ofwomen's speech has much to gain, I believe, by taking this critique
 seriously. Gay language research too should be critiqued along similar lines so that past
 stages (like the language of O'Hara's period) can be seen as integrated and surpassed by
 present day language practices.

 How then, to return to the question, is O'Hara's language gay? If we ask a gay man, the
 simplest answer to this question would probably be this: that O'Hara talks gay. That is, he
 sounds like a gay person when he talks. There is an accent on conversation as chatting, an
 enjoyable and "unserious" social occupation much like gossip. In fact O'Hara seems like
 other gay men talking, only more articulate-unexpectedly startling or even brilliant, but
 much like any gay man who talks with others within the community of the period. Such a
 response is important. For to find out whether a given language belongs to a community, we
 have ultimately to query its speakers. We ask them if that is the language they speak or have
 spoken in the past.

 In looking at O'Hara's language then let us first of all look at a certain tone, recognizably
 gay and linguistic for gay men themselves, as in this for example, the often quoted Lana
 Turner poem:

 Lana Turner has collapsed!
 I was trotting along and suddenly
 it started raining and snowing
 and you said it was hailing
 but hailing hits you on the head
 hard so it was really snowing and
 raining and I was in such a hurry
 to meet you but the traffic

 46Robin Lakoff, Language and Woman's Place.
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 was acting exactly like the sky
 and suddenly I see a headline
 LANA TURNER HAS COLLAPSED!

 there is no snow in Hollywood
 there is no rain in California

 I have been to lots of parties
 and acted perfectly disgraceful
 but I never actually collapsed
 oh Lana Turner we love you get up (CP, 449)

 The tone could be called a little silly, even superficial. It is a tone that is non-moralistic, often
 ironic and sympathetic at the same time: a way of speaking that indexes the historical
 language use of gay men. It can be called a "trivializing" tone. Characteristically, as in the
 Lana Turner poem, it functions as a displacement of connectives. It proceeds paratactically.
 In the poem itself, events, observations, etc., are simply enumerated: "I do this, I do that." Its
 prototypical connective is the non-connective "and ." Similarly we can note that the poem
 often just exclaims, and then passes on to another item; the displaced meanings must be
 construed from a context. Or again, the identity of "you" (line four) is left unspecified--
 displaced to the (contextual) situation of those who already know. Ultimately this
 displacement is a declaration of non-seriousness of intent. It implies, as we will soon see,
 that connections might be dangerous.

 We can compare this language tone in O'Hara's poem to that of certain other artifacts of
 the period.47 Take for instance this little poem-graffito, a kind of wistful complaint jotted
 down by the underground movie star and comedian Taylor Mead, as an entry in what he
 called his Amphetamine Diaries:

 Taylor Mead Taylor Mead
 that's all I hear all day
 long it's like a train carrying
 me somewhere only we
 never get anywhere
 interesting more than a
 second and the scenery out the
 window stinks.48

 or this confidence from a diary of Ned Rorem's:

 Unfortunately Margaret Truman is the same age as I,
 and I must go through life being the same age as she.49

 This language echoes a practice that was also O'Hara's. O'Hara's appreciation and familiarity
 with such a language is evident in a number of ordinary situations, like the obligatory letters
 to friends that continue a valued relationship at a distance. Here for example is an excerpt
 from a letter written to his roommate Joe LeSueur, while O'Hara was traveling in Europe as
 part of his job as curator for the Museum of Modem Art. He is describing with obvious
 appreciation a party in Rome, where

 47Joseph J. Hayes (see footnote 34) glosses certain of these trivializing dimensions, noting the adversary
 relationships implied by them, in a gossip column citation from a Los Angeles bar tabloid, Data-Boy; it is in non-
 literary artifacts like this that one comes closest to finding a language "informant" in my view.

 48Taylor Mead, On Amphetamine and in Europe (New York: Boss Books, 1968),v. 3, p. 7.
 49Ned Rorem, Paris and New York Diaries (New York: Avon, 1970), p. 45. (Originally published by Braziller,

 1966.)
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 I met a terribly nice photographer who is a marquis. .. and a great camp named Guidarino Guidi
 who has some of the zest (and the manners) of John Myers and screamed when meeting me,
 giving V Gassman quite a shove, "Frank O'Hara! what are you doing here! where did you get him
 Plinio? I am your translator. I am making you famous in Italy. Everyone loves your movie poem. I
 did it so brilliantly because it is exactly like my childhood. Is it exactly like your childhood? Never
 mind, I'll kill that Bill Weaver for not telling me you were here, he claimed to be a close friend of
 yours! He is? well he's no friend of mine anymore. My dear, so do you know Charles Henri Ford?50

 And so on. The trivialization project of this language, however, has a marked sense of
 urgency; for on the horizon of this discourse is the always immanent possibility of disaster, a
 peril that implicates each of its speakers collectively, as a danger common to all. This project
 is in fact a buried narrative; it conceals a destination. In the context of the O'Hara poem
 cited above it becomes important that Lana Turner actually "get up"; in encouraging her,
 O'Hara encourages both himself and unnamed others who might be like Lana Turner in
 important respects to persevere, to keep on existing, at a bare minimum at least to live.
 Likewise, if the train carrying Taylor Mead is, as he notes, carrying him "somewhere,"that
 destination becomes a warning indexed in the hodological space of a scenery that "stinks."
 It foregrounds a danger point. And isn't the photographer-marquis of O'Hara's letter to Joe
 LeSueur in a similar situation? He is after all, as O'Hara tells it, prepared to "kill" on account
 of a failed introduction. And as the extremity of his situation is signaled linguistically, it gets
 circulated by O'Hara in his letter to LeSueur as a meaning that belongs to the community. It
 then remains for Ned Rorem's brief "confidence" to indicate the danger at its limit-in the
 empty passage of time that anticipates death itself. Gay language is a trivialization that speaks
 and hides its catastrophe in relation to a future.

 The displacement is strategic then. And like the original meaning of storytelling itself, as
 developed by Walter Benjamin in his essay "The Storyteller,"51 it attempts to work out
 solutions to catastrophic problems faced by groups as a whole. From this viewpoint the
 trivialization of gay language is the opposite of the commodified trivialization of newpapers
 and reports--the serial items and "faits divers" which Benjamin shows, in the same essay, to
 be without meaning and so without residue, exhausted by their simple consumption.
 Formally suppressing the connections between things, the trivialization of this gay language
 becomes a ruse whose intent is to disarm the intelligence of the "other." It thus relates
 rather than describes. In anecdotes, verbal witticisms and stories, it is language functioning
 to give counsel to the collectivity.

 The anecdotal and other narrative techniques of gay language are not in fact "literary";
 they are not "art." Like gossip and other "low" functions of language, they may recall an
 earlier stratum in history, a pre-bourgeois time. For at its inception in medieval town life, as
 Benjamin tells us, storytelling arose as a group activity of "giving advice"-against some
 danger threatening the community. This unifying threat, Benjamin continues, was
 perceived variously. The inscription ultima multis on a town-hall clock in Spain, for
 instance, understood this threat in a religious mode ("the last hour for many"). Or the group
 story could perhaps be related pedagogically, as in the Miirchen or fairytale, helping to
 socialize the community young by giving examples of a human capacity to work with
 natural forces rather than against them, or at least not be defeated by them. It is a collective
 dimension not unlike this that functions in gay language as a kind of buried narrative. It is

 50Frank O'Hara, Belgrade Letter (New York: Adventures in Poetry, n.d.), p. 3 (pamphlet).
 51Walter Benjamin, "The Storyteller," Illuminations (New York: Schocken, 1969).
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 foregrounded in O'Hara in a particular way, and it helps account for a sense of a life lived as
 continuously imperilled and unfulfilled in its essential social needs by virtue of membership
 in a community whose existence is always in question:

 In Bayreuth once
 we were very good friends of the Wagners
 and I stepped in once
 for Isadora so perfectly
 she would never allow me to dance again
 that's the way it was in Bayreuth

 now if you feel like you want to deal with
 Tokyo
 you've really got something to handle
 it's like Times Square at midnight
 you don't know where you're going
 but you know
 and then in Harbin I knew

 how to behave it was glorious that
 was love sneaking up on me through the snow
 and I felt it was because of all

 the postcards and the smiles and kisses and grunts
 that was love but I kept on traveling (CP, 401)

 In this poem we can grasp the deeper meaning of the "lack of syntax" in O'Hara which
 criticism has attributed to the universalizing projects of art-modernism. "Lack of syntax" in
 these poems is buried community story.

 The connections are repressed, they remain implicit. And if the narrator states that he
 "stepped in once/ for Isadora so perfectly/ she would never allow me to dance again," the
 community understands: "perfectly." It has ears to hear its own praxis. In the language
 practice of the dominant group, the narrator's assertion can only seem "disconnected." An
 aporia of meaning functions, an antimony, a meaningless babel. For what man could speak
 like this and still be a man? Yet the speaker is a man, not a woman; his statement therefore
 cancels itself. Criticism both understands and does not understand the connections at this

 point--"it's like Times Square at midnight/ you don't know where you're going/ but you
 know." What position then can the dominant language take with respect to this other
 language? Aures habet, et non audiet: the schizophrenia of the dominant discourse is
 necessary for its own survival. But the paratactic language of the community also benefits
 the community itself. Opaque and transgressive with respect to the outsider, the
 connections of the discourse are constituted for the community as the news of a praxis--its
 continuing project of self-renewal after each experience of disaster. Thus the paratactic
 function, set up in the O'Hara poem as a lateral migration from city to city or person to
 person becomes a homology for the community's project to move through time to some
 safe place in the future. "That was love," says the speaker, "but I kept on traveling." With this
 self-defensive measure the community speaks itself for itself, and not others.

 To ask if a particular language practice is gay language practice is then really to ask if that
 language practice calls up and relates, or narrates, a community. The speech acts of gay men
 are not always gay speech acts. To locate this difference we can compare two poems-one
 from the mid-Fifties by O'Hara and another by Allen Ginsberg from the mid-Sixties. Though
 both poems are written by gay men and both are "about" a gay bar, the Ginsberg poem will
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 be shown to be non-gay as a language practice and the O'Hara poem, in the other hand, gay.
 We will read the following Ginsberg poem, "Chances 'R' ":

 Nymph and shepherd raise electric tridents
 glowing red against the plaster wall,

 The jukebox beating out magic syllables,
 A line of painted boys snapping fingers

 & shaking thin Italian trouserlegs
 or rough dungarees on big asses

 bumping and dipping
 ritually, with no religion but the

 old one of cocksuckers

 naturally, in Kansas center of America
 the farmboys in Diabolic bar light

 alone stiff necked or lined up
 dancing row on row like Afric husbands

 & the music's sad here, whereas Sunset Trip or
 Jukebox Comer it's ecstatic pinball machines--
 Religiously, with concentration and free

 prayer; fairy boys of the plains
 and their gay sisters of the city

 step together to the center of the floor
 illuminated by machine eyes, screaming drumbeats,

 passionate voices of Oklahoma City
 chanting No Satisfaction

 Suspended from Heaven the Chances R
 Club floats rayed by stars

 traversed with streetlights on the plain52

 against this poem of O'Hara's, "At the Old Place":

 Joe is restless and so am I, so restless.
 Button's buddy lips frame "L G T TH O P?"
 across the bar. '"Yes!" I cry, for dancing's
 my soul delight. (Feet! Feet!) "Come on!"

 Through the streets we skip like swallows.
 Howard malingers. (Come on, Howard.) Ashes
 malingers. (Come on, JA.) Dick malingers.
 (Come on, Dick.) Alvin darts ahead. (Wait up,
 Alvin.) Jack Earl and Someone don't come.

 Down the dark stairs drifts the steaming cha-
 cha. Through the urine and smoke we charge
 to the floor. Wrapped in Ashes's arms I glide.
 (It's heaven!) Button lindys with me. (It's
 heaven!) Joe's two-steps, too, are incredible,
 and then a fast rhumba with Alvin, like skipping
 on toothpicks. And the interminable intermissions,
 we have them. Jack Earl and Someone drift
 guiltily in. "I knew they were gay
 the minute I laid eyes on them!" screams John.
 How ashamed they are of us! we hope. (CP, 223-224)

 52Allen Ginsberg, Planet News (San Francisco: City Lights, 1968),p. 109.
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 What audiences then are conjured by these respective languages? Or to put it another way,
 who is speaking? For the question of the "who" is the question of the discourse itself. Who
 does it address itself to, and what community does it speak?53

 The Ginsberg poem, we are tempted to say, shows a certain kinship with what Sartre has
 called "the spirit of seriousness." And to be sure, the speaker seems painfully distant from
 the scene he describes. The terms of the description are hardly friendly, and the gay men
 dancing are "fairy boys," "gay sisters," with "no religion but the/ old one of cocksuckers."
 Such a language characterizes the viewpoint of the dominant "other"-an outsider. The
 speaker observes rather than participating in the scene, from a juridical standpoint that
 echoes the terms of male supremacy. Thus "the music's sad here." But perhaps that's
 because the gay men described are not really persons but types. They're "farmboys in
 Kansas" or "Afric husbands," and dancing, they shake "thin Italian trouserlegs." This mythic
 containment ("Diabolic bar light," the "ritual" or "prayer" "illuminated by machine eyes,
 screaming drumbeats") has the added effect of reinforcing the oppressive discourse of
 official psychiatry, condemning the participants to a lifetime unhappiness of their own
 making. For indeed, whatever the ecstasies of this infernal pastoral ("Nymph and shepherd
 raise electric tridents/ glowing red"), the "passionate voices" "chanting No Satisfaction" are
 damned souls. They can at best look only to eternity ("Suspended from Heaven. ..rayed by
 stars") for release. The poem finally becomes a non-narrative spectacle, a moral tableau
 perhaps-of universal types, lost souls seeking their salvation. Speaking from outside the
 community he describes, the speaker speaks another language, a dominant discourse.54

 The speaker of the O'Hara poem on the other hand from the outset speaks as a part of the
 community. He speaks its language as a story that unfolds in time, not eternity. He thus
 names names-Joe, Button, Ashes, Dick, and so on. Everything becomes frivolous,
 trivialized. If the dancing became "the Dance" it wouldn't be fun anymore, so it's just the
 "lindy," the "two-step" or the "rhumba." The language practice makes itself the
 community's. "'Yes! I cry, for dancing's my soul delight. (Feet! Feet!) 'Come on!' "-and-
 "Through the streets we skip like swallows." And the rhumba becomes "like skipping/ on
 toothpicks." The connections are subverted, because it is the community itself that will
 make them. The poem develops itself then as a series of actions. The problem is stated at the
 beginning with the narrator at home with some friends, bored, "restless." What to do with
 the evening still ahead of them? Somebody's lips mime an answer: "L G TH O P?" Let's go to

 53I dealt with this question in my "Afterword," in Robert Gluck, FamilyPoems (San Francisco: Black Star, 1978).
 In a still unfinished longer work I treat this question more generally, as it applies to the broad spectrum of recent
 minority and oppositional movements in the United States, contextualized by liberation struggles still going on as
 well as by the development of communist oppositions in the Eastern Block countries of actually existing socialism.

 54John Tytell, NakedAngels: the Lives and Literature of the Beat Generation (New York: McGraw Hill, 1976),
 p. 229, citing the following Ginsberg verses from an early poem called "In Society"::

 I walked into the cocktail party
 room and found three or four queers
 talking queertalk.
 I tried to be friendly but heard
 myself talking to one in hiptalk

 -makes the point that "behind the subject of the poem is Ginsberg's discomfort with his own homosexuality."
 Perhaps. It seems to me, though, that it is more a question of Ginsberg's defining reluctance to be politically
 homosexual. The question is objective and a question of praxis, not "subjective" in some privatized, psychological
 sense.
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 the Old Place. And they're off, though a complication is suggested. Jack, Earl, and
 "Someone" don't come; we wonder why. Then the bar scene ("Down the dark stairs...").
 The action is articulated in the series of dances and "interminable" intermissions. Finally the
 earlier confict is resolved when the three who didn't come show up after all: "I knew they
 were gay/ the minute I laid eyes on them." The evening seems successful by the end of the
 narration. But the catastrophic potential of the initial situation-the refusal of three of the
 men to come along-is only surmounted provisionally. For-"How ashamed they are of us!
 we hope." And we can be assured that the (guilty) shame ofJack, Earl, and Someone will be
 the occasion of still another story.

 The gay language of O'Hara's period "trivializes" then by structuring a dangerous
 situation as community code. Such a language code, a displacement ofconnections, will be
 understood by those with a common experience; not by the dominant other, for whom it
 will be simply idle chatter with no meaning at all.

 VII

 Yet the gay community of O'Hara's period is gone. We have construed it from its
 artifacts-and among these the poems of O'Hara himself. And we have read in the texts
 produced by that community (or more accurately, "pre-community formation") a meaning
 of opposition that stems from a more politicized, later period. To be sure history itself has
 polarized these texts and, whether we like it or not, given them a partisan sense.

 What then are the events of our own time which have politicized the situation? How and
 when did they take place? A new historical stage for gays may be dated from the Stonewall
 Riots of 1969. These events gave the gay community its baptism by fire. In 1969 after a
 particularly brutal police attack on a New York gay bar called "The Stonewall" street
 fighting erupted, squad cars were overturned, and a mass counterattack led principally by
 Third World gays, street queens, and lesbians successfully forced police back and out of the
 club area. Several days of rioting and spontaneous gatherings followed, and during this time
 the first militant gay political groups began to form. The Gay Liberation movement had been
 launched and was effectively underway. By the middle 70s, however, the gay movement
 had become less militant. The mid-Seventies became a time of organizational development
 and diversification. It saw the establishment of metropolitan gay community centers, the
 formation of campus student groups in larger colleges and universities, as well as the
 appearance of gay coffee houses and alternative meeting places and the first publication of
 polemical newpapers and magazines with a variety of viewpoints. The gay movement of this
 time saw a significant broadening of its material base and the establishment of effective
 institutional and political apparatuses--which were to prove invaluable in the struggles
 which followed. Those struggles are still with us, as the events of the past year and a half so
 dramatically indicate. They have advanced the community to a new stage of both political
 organization and militancy as a direct result of attacks from the New Right and the
 fundamentalist churches, and the electoral defeats beginning with the Dade County, Fla.,
 defeat of 1977. Other defeats followed, and in the past two years a number of gay rights
 ordinances originally passed in the middle 70s have been voted down in Minnesota, Kansas,
 Oregon, and elsewhere. In the large cities violence against gays is on the upswing, and new
 electoral issues still remain to be voted on in many states; voter approval of the Briggs
 Initiative (Proposition 6) in California November, 1978 for example, would prohibit open
 gays as well as "sympathizers" from teaching in the state school system. Yet these reverses
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 have also raised gay political awareness and action to a new level. The past two years have
 increasingly been a period of mobilizations, demonstrations and mass marches (on June 21,
 1977 nearly 250,000 people marched in San Francisco against the Briggs Initiative and in
 support of gay rights); there have been a significant advances in the community for gay-
 socialist organizing and greater recognition by gay men of lesbian issues and co-
 participation with lesbians in decision-making in many new areas. Yet the situation remains
 serious, and without significant new links with labor, the women's movement and
 minorities, the gay rights movement may still founder. And there are contradictions within
 the gay community itself-principally those that pit a highly politicized leadership against
 the still lagging consciousness of the community as a whole. Indeed, the post-Stonewall gay
 community has actually seen its internal contradictions exacerbated rather than diminished
 -in the form of language practice as well as political practice.55

 What then can be said of language practices in this period, and of the conflict in praxis
 that it registers in literary documents? Frank O'Hara's death in 1966, three years before
 Stonewall, may be considered to mark the closing of an era, the post-War period of a gay
 community-formation. Since that time, however, political practice has given gay language
 the option of openness. And in literary expressions gay language no longer has to appear in
 masked or "coded" forms as it did in O'Hara's time. If divisions in gay language practice have
 appeared then, they have been more a matter of internal rather than external conflicts. Yet
 these divisions may be worth considering; they express regionally the more general
 problems of minority groups, as they arrive at a stage of legitimation.

 In the post-assertive period since Stonewall, gay language practice has developed
 contradictions that parallel language developments of minority groups elsewhere and of
 groups in national liberation struggles. Such contradictions may thus be of some interest for
 the development of social language theory. When Fanon raised the question of violence and
 of the necessary violence against the other, not only the other who stood outside (the
 settler) but also the internalized other within was to be overthrown in the violent act. The
 case of the colonized intellectual was exemplary in this regard; the community's language
 struggle was registered in its sharpest form on this site as a textualization of competing
 language-cultural codes. In political struggle the language-cultural codes of the oppressed
 group were to overthrow those of the oppressor and themselves become dominant. But
 such a reversal, according to Fanon, would also alter the very codes the community was
 asserting; and the language and cultural codes of the group would begin to transform

 55The non-gay reader can begin to familiarize her/himself with the history of the gay movement (from its
 inception period in the mid-19th centruy, through its gay-liberation development of the past decades, to its
 increasingly socialist alignments of the past few years) by consulting one or more of the following books,
 pamphlets, and periodicals: John Lauritsen and David Thorstad, The Early Homosexual Rights Movement: 1864-
 1935 (New York: Times Change Press, 1974); Jonathan Katz, Gay American History:Lesbian and Gay Men in the
 US.A. (New York: Crowell, 1976); Dennis Altman, Homosexual Oppression and Liberation (New York; Avon,
 1973); Magnus (San Francisco gay socialist magazine); Gay Sunshine (gay-lib oriented, mainly cultural
 newspaper); Gay Left (British socialist magazine/newspaper); the newspaper of the French Leftist Le Groupe de
 Liberation homosexuel, politique et quotidien (GLH-PQ); "Toward a Scientific Analysis of the Gay Question," L.A.
 Research Grosp, P.O. Box 1362, Cudahy, California 90201 (pamphlet analyzing the anti-gay sexism of the sectarian
 communist parties, particularly the Revolutionary Union and the October League); Lavender andRedBook:A Gay
 Liberation/Socialist Anthology (includes excerpts from the previous entry and is usually available at movement
 bookstores); John F. Burnett, The Meaning of Gay Liberation: an Analysis and Program for Action (deals with
 current attacks from the right; available directly from 716 A Clayton St., San Francisco, California 94117, for 60?).
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 themselves.56At this point the community has begun to polarize itself, developing internal
 conflicts. The advanced elements now formalize themselves as leadership groups over and
 above the community at large, and with interests of their own that inevitably conflict with
 those of the community they represent. This conflict can be located linguistically-in the
 struggle between the purer more politically progressive language codes of the leadership
 and the politically regressive but more socially oriented codes of the community as a whole.

 Basil Bernstein's analyses of the function of "restricted" and "elaborated" codes (as class
 determinants) in present-day English society may help us specify this problem. For as
 Bernstein remarks, "These codes essentially transmit the culture and so constrain
 behavior."57"Elaborated" language codes, in Bernstein's view, are essentially the codes of
 middle-class and educated groups. Linguistically they tend to be analytic and individualistic,
 independent (to the extent that this is possible) of non-language contexts such as para-
 verbal aspects of speech like gesture and socially conventional behavior forms that imply
 solidarity with others. Non-concrete and non-specific, they become then the vehicle for
 typically abstract or theoretical discourse. "Restricted" codes on the other hand are seen as
 essentially the codes of the community itself, the social group as such; such codes
 characterize for Bernstein the ordinary discourse of the working class, and are opposed to
 hegemonic discourse. Relying primarily on the context of speech, with its conventionalized
 non- or para-verbal cues, these restricted codes express themselves immediately as a social
 solidarity. They are situational and cannot be understood outside of a situation. The gay
 language of O'Hara's poems is difficult to locate for precisely this reason; it is, in Bernstein's
 terms, a "restricted" language code.

 The conflicting languages of post-assertive national-ethnic or minority groups can now
 helpfully be seen, following Bernstein, as a struggle between elaborated and restricted
 codes. Reflecting the contradictions of community praxis, the language of the advanced
 elements becomes increasingly a critical and political language-an elaborated code. And
 the language of the community as a whole, reflecting its newly won right to speak itself as it
 actually is or has been traditionally, now becomes a "restricted" code.

 Within this theoretical context we can locate the contradictions of a gay language and
 poetry of our own period. The gay community, since Stonewall, has seen its own
 development of an "elaborated" and "restricted" language code. One of these has become
 politically progressive and critical of traditional community language and cultural forms,
 while the other is more concerned with a cultural-linguistic sense of the community as it is,
 or traditionally has been.

 Here for example is a political poem from the San Francisco gay socialist magazine
 Magnus, written in what can be called a gay "elaborated" language-

 56During the struggle for freedom, as Fanon saw, the youth of the oppressed group "may well make a mock of,
 and not hesitate to pour scorn upon the zombies of his ancestors, the horses with two heads, the dead who rise
 again, and the djinns who rush into your body while you yawn" (p. 58).

 57Basil Bernstein, Class, Codes and Control, v. 1, p. 122. Willaim Labov's critique of Bernstein's views can be
 found in Sociolinguistic Patterns (Universtiy of Pennsylvania Press, 1972). From Labov's standpoint Bernstein's
 restricted code seems to imply an inferiority of working class speech, particularly (in the U.S.) Black speech.
 Bernstein himself replies to this in the concluding chapter of Class, Codes and Control, v. 1. One might also consult
 Harold Rosen's pamphlet Language and Class:A Critical Look at the Theories ofBasil Bernstein (Bristol, England:
 Falling Wall, n.d.) and Alvin W. Gouldner's defense of Bernstein, and critical assessment of this controversy, in The
 Dialectic of Ideology and Technology, pp. 58-61.
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 Sex is not ours,
 for, besides being counter-revolutionary,
 monogamy is also unhealthy
 and causes anxiety.
 Nor could we be simply friends making
 sexual experiments or
 performing exercises in sensitivity

 We eye each other
 with suspicions of class-bias
 and apprehension of a
 premature proletariat leadership.58

 As a language practice, the poem is clean and analytical, to the point of abstraction. Neither
 trivial nor frivolous in any traditional mode of gay language practice, it simply instructs. It is
 didactic. We might call it a love poem-in the style of the tennis-court oath. It is not far
 distant from terror. We can compare it in this respect with another gay political poem
 which, addressing itself to the community from its site in a gay-socialist publication,
 dispenses with even the perfunctory references of the first poem to gay affectional
 preferences, making its message to the community a generalized anti-imperialist warning-

 Beware the dreaded

 greedy
 Anaconda

 beware this snake

 that strangles
 with embraces

 Chile beware

 Montana Arizona

 its copper scales
 its eyes of gold
 and the hiss of its tongue
 as it hugs59

 The issue here is not whether this is good or bad poetry, but how such writing integrates a
 linguistic code. An extreme case, to be sure. Implicit in the language of these two poems is a
 stance that speaks to rather than from the community. Its real audience can in fact be only
 other highly politicized gay men, already conceiving of themselves as a leadership.

 Not so, however, with the less progressive "restricted" stance of an opposing poetic
 practice speaking, from within the community, as a traditional language. In this excerpt
 from a Joe Brainard poem for instance there are obvious qualities of gay language as
 community experience in a popular or "restricted" fashion that makes the poem accessible
 to large numbers of gay men as their own and as a common experience:

 I remember when, in high school if you wore green and
 yellow it meant that you were queer.

 I remember when, in high school I used to stuff a sock
 in my underwear.

 58Magnus, 2, Summer, 1977, p. 36.
 59Hundred Flowers, May, 1977, Eugene, Oregon, n.p.
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 I remember "queers can't whistle."
 I remember the skinny guy who gets sand kicked in his

 face in body-building ads.
 I remember how little your dick is getting out of a

 wet bathing suit.
 I remember daydreams of a doctor who (on the sly) was

 experimenting with a drug that would turn you into a real
 stud. All very "hush-hush." (As it was illegal.) There
 was a slight chance that something might go wrong and
 that I'd end up with a really giant cock, but I was
 willing to take that chance.60

 Yet the poetic language of this poem is successful in invoking a community only at the price
 of removal to a past of nostalgia. And its success is limited from this point of view. The
 language of the poem does, however, remain a community language. Particularly because it
 is articulated paratactically (Vendler's "absence of an intellectual syntax"), and because it
 refuses to make connections between things. In this respect it is related to narrative.

 The privileged role of this gay narrative, however, has recently shown signs of
 developing a more serious (and sophisticated) alienation than that of nostalgic removal in
 time. In this newer version of a traditional poetry, the narration of community relates simply
 a set of linguistic artifacts in which the community is invoked as the possibility of an
 individual erotic reverie of language itself. At the limit then, the traditional gay language
 style may become a production of language-objects to be consumed, and dream the
 community itself as an artifact. For example, in Dennis Cooper's poems (seefacingpage),61
 a sense of community is produced by referring to certain traditional artifacts of the
 community rather than to its own speech.

 Appropriately, these poems cite the language of movie magazines and Hollywood gossip.
 It is a language which, when consumed by gay men, is lived as an experience "always
 elsewhere." The pictures fulfill a similar function; they are derealized visual myths posing
 beside a gay American linguistic dream yet to be exorcized. This ideologically regressive
 language is still to be found in every shoddy movie theater and porn magazine in which gays
 are unprotestingly exploited in a commercialized, ersatz community experience. It appears
 in every alluring gossip column or movie magazine story about TV idols or punk rockers or
 other packaged artifacts. But it is a utopian language that doesn't yet disengage itself from
 gay dreams.

 Meanwhile other gay languages are beginning to be written, languages whose project is
 to be as genuinely communal as they are politically progressive. But for the most part they
 remain still inchoate and unintegrated, attempts rather than realizations--failed expres-
 sions of the unity of experience that only events themselves can bring when gay praxis has
 developed into another stage. In the future no doubt such a praxis will be seen as having
 begun in the events of the past year or two. When this future praxis develops, gay poetry and
 language will surely develop along with it.

 Such divisions in current gay poetry return us to our starting point-to the writing of
 O'Hara himself. Gay poetry as developed in our period constitutes a lesson for rereading the

 60Angels of the Lyre, ed., Winston Leyland (San Francisco: Gay Sunshine Press/ Panjandrum, 1975), p. 25. rprt.
 from Joe Brainard, IRemember (N.Y.: Angel Hair, 1970).

 61Dennis Cooper, "The Population of Heaven on Earth," Little Caesar, no. 3, 1977.
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 "I lie in my room most of the time dreaming of
 another planet so close I see the bristle of
 people on it. That would be greater than
 great! When I get lonely I lean out a window
 and fluff my blond hair. And the wolf whistles
 chase me back inside, slapping my happy
 head,"

 -Tom

 "I sing and dance. I have the ability to make
 people laugh. At night I pack'em in the place's
 only nightclub and in the day play for free on
 the streets. "Haven't I seen you someplace
 before?" I ask, then make a face, and their
 cheers shiver the short blond hairs on my arms,
 my pay."

 -Steve

 SIP1S

 "I'm the one in the shadows at Burger King
 waiting for an ideal girl, My Porsche boiling
 under my hands. I'm a looker so I can have
 anyone. The problem is to choose correctly, to
 sec through her blonde hair and blouse to the
 true girl. Choosing wrong I'd blow two bright
 futures."

 -Mark

 "I'm the cynic. I also write a little. The world
 won't recognise greatness. They're obsessed
 with appearance. Now, I'm not knocking one of
 my assets. But there's more to me than that!
 Very annoyed, I rest my chin on my list and
 look upset, to the delight of my friends."

 -left
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 literary artifacts of the past stages of development, not only of gays, but, I hope, for other
 groups as well. We would do an injustice to these artifacts if we only read them
 judgmentally-from an unmediated political viewpoint of our present time. Indeed, a body
 of writing or poetry like O'Hara's remains a richly complex and specifically literary
 mediation of ideology; a registration of the contradictions of his period which, as a moment
 of opposition "cancelled and raised," now makes our present experience both more
 comprehensible and more valuable. But neither can we, I believe, fall back on the ultimately
 non-critical proceedures of past academic discussion. For if indeed O'Hara's work has now
 become "literary," we have little to lose and much to gain by rethinking the deeper, social
 meanings of the legitimation process itself.
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